
A NOTE ON SOME NEW FINITE DIVISION
RING PLANES

BY

R. SANDLER

In [l; 3], certain finite nonassociative division algebras are defined and

their autotopism groups determined. In this note, we generalize the definition

of [l] and show that some of the new algebras are not isotopic with any of

the old algebras. Thus, some new projective planes coordinatized by division

rings will appear, although the new planes are very similar in collineation

group structure with the planes coordinatized by the old algebras.

Let K be the finite field of pm elements, p prime, K = GFipm). Then K is

cyclic over F=GFip), and the automorphism T defined by

(1) xT = x*

generates the automorphism group of K over F. Furthermore,  Tm — I. If

x, y are in K, we shall write

(2) xy = xR(y) = yL(x).

We shall define a class of algebras as follows: Let k be an integer 1 ̂ k <m

and let 5= T*. The algebra Q¡,k for 8^0 in K is the vector space direct sum

K + XK

of two copies of K. Multiplication is defined by

(3) (x 4- Xy)(u + \v) = [xu + S(yS)v] + \[yu + (xS)v]

lor x, y, u, v in K. If 74+x» is taken to represent left multiplication in Qt,k,

then by (3), we have

... rM       (Rix)        Riy)  \

() I+X" " \R[S(yS)]   R[xS]J-

Now, ñj,t will be a division algebra if and only if L¡" is nonsingular for

every z^O in Qtik; i.e., if and only if x(x5)—5y(y5)^0 unless x = y = 0. Thus

tis.k is a division algebra if and only if h^cicS) for any cEK. But let w be a

primitive element of K, and let W = 5. Then 6 ̂ c(c5) if and only if w ^¿03^+pk^

lor any u where co" = c. This condition is equivalent to ju(l +pk) ^vimodpm— 1)

for any u, which happens if and only if (l-f-^*, pm— 1) does not divide v.

In [l], the above algebras were studied in the case where k divides m,

and the autotopism groups were determined. It will now be shown that the
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above defined class of algebras constitutes a true generalization and that new

finite projective planes arise as a result.

The algebras fla,^ and ütik¡ are said to be isotopic if there exist three non-

singular, linear transformations of Í22 onto fii, Q, P, U, such that

(5) PLXQ   = Lx'   U for all x in fi2.

The significance of the isotopy question is due to the theorem [2, Theorem 6]

that two division algebras coordinatize isomorphic projective planes if and

only if the algebras are isotopic.

To study the isotopy question, we need to know something about the

middle nuclei of the algebras under consideration. The middle nucleus Nm of

Í2 is the set of all oGfi such that

(6) (x o a) o y = x o (a o y)

for all x, y£í2. It is known (see [3]) that the middle nucleus of any Oj,* is

isomorphic with K; i.e., is the set of all x+X-0, xEK. Finally, the following

result will be needed (see [4] for a proof): Let fix, ß2 be two isotopic division

algebras. For any c in the middle nucleus of fl2, there is an element a in the

middle nucleus of Oi such that

(7) PLa = LCP,

where Ll and L2 represent left multiplication in Oi and Í22, respectively.

Let Si— Tkl, Si= T1*. Assume now that flj,^ and ñe,t, are isotopic. Then

there exists a triple Q, P, U, satisfying (5). The mapping P can be written

in the form

\H2i    a22/

where every 77<y is a linear transformation of K over GF(p) ; i.e.,

(9) Ha = P(a°y) + TR(a\1) + TR(al) + ■ ■ • + f'1 R(a7i'1),

a^ijEK. We can rewrite (7), then, as

do)     (H» H")(a ° )-(e ° y*" *"Y
\Hn    H22/\0   (aSi)/      \0    (cSi)J\Hii    En)

But (10) is equivalent to the relations:

HnR(a) - R(c)Hh,

HnR(aSi) = R(c)Hit,

HtiR(a) = R(cSt)Hii,

HnR(aSi) = R(cS2)Hn.
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But this implies [l, Lemma 2] that each 77,y= UijR(hi¡) where Ui¡ is an auto-

morphism of K, and ha an element of K. Setting 77n= VR(hu), we can write

77i2 = VSiR(hi2),

(11) 772i = VS^R(h2i),

7722 = VSiS2lR(h22).

Now in (5), let x= 1, and see that U= PL\Q. Thus (5) is equivalent to

(12) PLxQ = LxPl\q.

Writing lQ = Uo+'Xtii and using (11), we can write (12) as

/    VR(hn) VSiR(hn)    \/     ao ax    \

\VS2-'R(h2i)  VSiS2lR(hii))\o(aiSi)    (a¿Si) )

/    xo X!   \/    VR(hn)        VSiR(hn)   \/    «o      «i       \

" \ e(xi52)     (x»S2) ) \ F52-IE(Ä2i)   VSiS^Riha) ) \ Ô(uiSi)    (UaSi) ) '

where (x04-XoXi)() = ao-r-Aai for Xo+~XoXiE^le,k2. Multiplying, we obtain:

VR(hua0) + VSiR(hiiô(aisi)) = FE[(xoF)â,im0] 4- VSiR[(xoVSi)hnÔ(uiSi)]

+ F5r1E[(xiF52-I)Â2iMo] 4- F5i52-1E[(xiF5i52-1)ä225(«i5i)];

VR(huai) + VSiR(hi2(aoSi)) = FE[(x0F)Ä„Mi] 4- VSiR[(xoVSi)hi2(uoSi)}

+ VS^[(xiVSrl)hnUi] + F5i5r1[(xiF5i5r1)Ä22(«oSi)].

Now, the case Si = S2 has essentially been studied in [l], so the assumption

is made here that Si^S2. Also, Si^I^S2. Thus we obtain, by equating dis-

tinct automorphisms on both sides of the equality signs,

(xiVSiSr^oh^uiSi) = 0,

(xiVSiS^^hii^oSi) =0, all Xi£E\ Since S^O, h22(uiSi) = h22(u0Si) = 0. Since

everything in sight must be nonsingular, m0 = Mi = 0 cannot hold. Hence,

Ä22 = 0. If we further assume that Si^S^1, we can write

(xiF52_1)^2iMo = 0 = (xiF52_1)^2i«i

for all xi in K. Hence h2iUo = h2iUi = 0. But this implies that either M0 = tti = 0

or h2i = 0. In the former case, 1Q = 0; in the latter, P is singular since h22 = 0,

a contradiction. Hence, we may conclude that if fls,*! and Í2e,¡t2 are isotopic

and Si?* Si, then Si=S2~1.

On the other hand, if 5i=52_1, the equation

/ 0    1 \ /     a0 ai    \ _ /     xo xi    \ /0    1 \

\1    o)\ô(aiSi)     iotSi) /      V e(xi52)     (tó)/\l    0/
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has a solution if S = (eSi)-1; then a0= (x0S2) and ai = t(xi52). Thus

_/01\ _/S2       0     \

\1    0/' Q~\0    S2R(e))'

We have thus proved the following result:

Theorem. The algebra üíík3 is isotopic with some ü¡¡kl if and only if Si = S2

or 52_1, i.e., if and only if ki = k2, or ki — m — k2.

An immediate corollary of the theorem is that if the algebras of [l] are

defined with 5= Tk, k arbitrary, not necessarily dividing m, new projective

planes arise which are not isomorphic with the planes obtained when k\ m.

The question of the structure of the collineation groups of the new planes

arises and it should be pointed out that the methods of [l ] are wholly applica-

ble in the case of these more general algebras. The following lemma will be of

assistance in studying the collineation groups (see [5] for a proof).

Lemma. If (r, re) = 1, r <re, q a prime power, then

(1 + if, ?» - 1) = (1 + q, s» - 1).
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